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SATYA RANJAN COLLEGE, KALAIN 

Learning Objective and Course Outcomes of Basic Beautician Certificate Course 

 

Learning Objectives (LOs):  

1. To provide basic knowledge of the Natural Herbs and Cosmetics.  

2. To understand the various Make-up Pattern.  

3. To learn organizing beauty trend programs.  

4. To identify the Skin types & Hair types for special treatment. 

 

Course Outcomes (COs): After successful completion of the course, students will be able to: 

 1. Work as Fashion Show Stylist, Cosmetology instructor & Beauty Magazine Writer. 

 2. Start her Own Beauty Parlour Franchise Independently or in Collaboration. 

 3. Work as Make-up Artist in the fashion Industry, bridal makeup & Film Industry.  

4. Work as Professional Trainer for The New Learners. 





SPOKEN ENGLISH COURSE

(One month)

INSTITUTE: S.R.COLLEGE

(July, 2021)

BROCHURE & ITS DITRIBUTION

1. Week One :

Story/video Based Activities & Parts of Speech

The task is to go to the nearest vegetable market and write down the names of
at least 15 vegetables both in Bengali and English.

Or

Write down the recipe of any dish that you know properly in 100-150 words.
A video will be shown to students in a short while. Before that, read what the
video is all about in Bengali.

Pronunciation of different words.
Students will be given a video listing the common words wrongly pronounced.
Students will watch the video. Students listen the pronunciation properly and
practice them.

2. Week Two:

Group Interaction, Personal Interview , Personality Development

The groups should be formed and within their groups each student would recite
a poem among group members.
Their anxiety level to be checked.

3. Week Three:

Grammar

What is tense and their explanations ?
Fill in the blanks with appropriate tense form of the verb.
How to Change the verb into the correct form.
Active/Passive Voice exercise
How and when do we use each of the English modal verbs?



4. Week Four :

Reading Skills, Reading News headlines, Writing skill:

The students would read the running headlines on the screen/prompter.
The students will be asked to recite the poems.
They should be taught the power of vocabulary, importance of word placing,
Appropriate expressions while reading/reciting and so on.
Story writing, Letter writing, Notice writing, E-Mail writing, Note Making, Essay
writing.

Assessment Procedure:

The students will narrate a story or review any film that they like. The students have to
inform the teacher of their chosen story/film in the previous class itself. The students
will be asked to pronounce words properly. Mock interviews, Practice Session and the
tutorial are conducted. Assessment/ learning progress including achievements in
interaction at various levels and Assessment through surprise activities.

Summary Report:

The Department of English, under the guidance of the Principal Dr. Bijit Goswami,
came up with an idea of a Spoken English Course for the students of the College . The
course was meant for those students who faced difficulties and were unable to
acquire English language skills properly. However, the Department felt that since the
course is meant for the beginners, it would be better to arrange the content
module according to the requirements of the students.

In its final package, the course was designed as a Four-Week Spoken English Course
and though primary focus was on spoken English, it also included reading and writing
sections other than speaking and listening.The response from the students was
overwhelming. The principal appreciated the effort of English Department and
congratulated Course Co-ordinator, Mujibur Rahaman, H.O.D. ,English Department,
who was the guiding force behind the entire module. Witnessing such a huge
response from the students, Dr. Bijit Goswami had to announce that at its growing
stage the Course would not be able to accommodate so many students and requested
the Department of English to run the course both in odd and even semesters. The
sessions were interactive, informative and interesting. The usage of videos, hand-outs,
stories, comics, suggestive books and interesting worksheets helped the students to
grasp the tips to learn and understand English language. There were brain-storming
sessions, debates, group activities and impromptu presentations which enhanced the
confidence level of the students.



Learning Outcomes:

The students should be able to:

Articulate basic English words with ease and communicate with confidence
Pronounce the words correctly and able to identify the usage of words
according to occasion
Read, write and speak Basic English at professional/formal places.
Apply verbal and non-verbal techniques to experience enhanced expression
quality during speaking.
Feel encouraged moving to advanced level of speaking, writing and reading
skills.










